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Abstract

We propose a novel optimization framework that crops a given image based on user de-

scription and aesthetics. Unlike existing image cropping methods, where one typically

trains a deep network to regress to crop parameters or cropping actions, we propose to

directly optimize for the cropping parameters by repurposing pre-trained networks on

image captioning and aesthetic tasks, without any fine-tuning, thereby avoiding training

a separate network. Specifically, we search for the best crop parameters that minimize

a combined loss of the initial objectives of these networks. To make the optimization

stable, we propose three strategies: (i) multi-scale bilinear sampling, (ii) annealing the

scale of the crop region, therefore effectively reducing the parameter space, (iii) aggre-

gation of multiple optimization results. Through various quantitative and qualitative

evaluations, we show that our framework can produce crops that are well-aligned to

intended user descriptions and aesthetically pleasing.

Keywords: Image cropping, Aesthetics, Deep network

re-purposing, Image captioning

1. Introduction

With the advent of social networks, it is now common that images are provided

with captions and tags – for example via Instagram or Twitter – where captions them-
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Two people sitting on 
a bench on the grassland

A happy man wearing 
a white shirt is standing 

on the green grass

Figure 1: Our proposed framework reliably crops visually pleasing images by following natural descriptions

of users. This can produce different crops on the same image based on different users’ descriptions.

selves are highly tied in with the user’s intentions regarding these images. Therefore,

an automated process for enhancing images, for example providing artistic crops or

making thumbnail images that respect user intentions, would be useful for these social

networking platforms (SNS). Besides SNS applications, more tied in with computer vi-

sion applications such as semi-automated image dataset generation [1], tracking target

object initialization [2], story-based automatic image transition generation [3], can also

benefit from text-based image cropping. In this paper, as illustrated in Fig. 1, we focus

on a novel image cropping task, which aims to crop an image automatically based on

user intent – expressed through a natural text-based description – and the aesthetics of

the cropping outcome.

Because of the usefulness of an automated image cropping system, various methods

have been suggested. However, existing image cropping methods [4, 5, 6, 7] are typ-

ically designed to be purely automatic, leaving the user out of the loop. For example,

[6] automatic cropping is based on the maximization of the saliency inside the cropping

region. Attention-based methods like this try to preserve the most salient part of the

image during cropping. One major downside of them is that the user cannot influence

their behaviour. Recent works [8, 9, 10, 11] have focused on making this process even

easier through automatically cropping a photo-based on aesthetics. Despite being fully
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automated, aesthetics-based methods leave no room for the user to intervene. Further-

more, they provide no guarantee that the initial content and the intent of the images are

preserved.

Efforts have also been taken toward methods that take user intention as input.

Description-based object detection [12] and localization [13] have recently been pro-

posed for this purpose. However, these description-based methods do not consider how

natural images are created, and their behaviours are far from how humans would crop.

Most distinctively, these methods provide very tight cropping around an object.

As in many other areas of computer vision, towards this goal, one could apply

an end-to-end deep learning framework to find crops that fit the descriptions given an

image [12]. However, training such a network in a typical supervised deep learning

setup would require an immense amount of labelled data, with captions for multiple

sub-regions of the images, as well as their respective “ground-truth” crops, which may

be subjective depending on the creator of the dataset. This is a challenging task.

Therefore, in this paper, we take an alternative approach that exploits existing net-

works trained for related tasks – image captioning and aesthetics estimation – and

repurpose them to automatically crop the images, thereby avoiding the hardships of

training a separate network.

Our contributions are four-fold:

• We propose a new deep networks repurposing framework to optimize crop pa-

rameters directly using a bilinear sampler [14], a pre-trained image captioning

network [15], and a pre-trained aesthetic estimation network [11].

• We optimize to find the crop region that best fits the provided caption in terms of

the image captioning network losses, as well as maximizes the aesthetics network

scores.

• We generate a new dataset with multiple ground truth bounding box annotations

for each caption.

• With approaches above, we were able to not only outperform state-of-the-art

methods but also produce more visually pleasing image crops with well-reflecting

user’s intention
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Utilizing the two networks requires special attention. Since we are, in fact, repur-

posing the two pre-trained networks for a different purpose, we keep them intact to

minimize the change inflicted upon them, and propose a new loss term that we mini-

mize instead of their original ones: learning to generate image captions and measuring

how much image looks good. For the image captioning network we propose to ignore

the order of the words as we simply want the contents to be accurate. For the aesthetic

network, we directly try to maximize the aesthetic score.

Since this optimization process is, in its basic form, highly unstable due to the

nature of the image gradients, we further propose a new optimization strategy based

on scale annealing and multiple restarts. Instead of directly optimizing for the posi-

tion and the scale of the crop, we optimize only for the position and anneal the scale

throughout the optimization. We use a multiple restart technique, where for each scale

we start from a random location and use the average of the optimization outcomes. We

further take advantage of the fact that image captions should not differ drastically as the

image is blurred, and use a multi-scale representation of the image for the captioning

network.

2. Related Works

The image cropping research can be categorized into attention-based, aesthetics-

based, and description-based approaches.

Attention-based methods. This class of methods exploits visual saliency models or

salient object detectors to find the most visually important regions in the original image

[16, 17]. The majority of the attention-based cropping methods rank candidates based

on their attention score [18, 19]. Thus these methods are able to identify the most im-

portant and attractive regions of the image. Recent methods choose the important area

based on certain attention scores [20, 21, 22, 23]. One of the most recent methods [6]

focuses on those image regions which most probably attract the human gaze at first

sight.

Aesthetics-based methods. Methods based on aesthetics crop images by relying on

the attractiveness of the cropped image with the help of a quality classifier [4, 24, 25].
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The goal of these methods is to extract the optimal rectangular sub-region of a given

image to produce an image with a high aesthetic score [7, 10]. Recently, Li et al. [9]

formulated the automatic image cropping problem as a sequential decision-making pro-

cess and proposed a weekly supervised approach which only uses aesthetic information

as supervision. This method was the first to use reinforcement learning for automatic

image cropping and was able to overcome the disadvantages of the sliding window

method. The existing aesthetics-based cropping methods can be further categorized

into supervised [26, 27] or weekly supervised [5, 11, 19, 28] methods. In particular,

the weekly supervised methods, which do not include bounding box supervision, have

been researched actively as producing cropping box annotations for the training is ex-

pensive [29].

Description-based methods. These methods aim to localize a region described by a

given referring expression. Most of these methods treat comprehension as bounding

box localization, which is similar to our cropping task. A recent method by Rohrbach

et al. [13] uses joint embedding to find the object directly by selecting the best re-

gion based on an input expression. Yu et al. [12] proposed a modular network for

referring expression comprehension. Similarly to our application, MAttNet [12] and

Align2Ground [30] are able to locate the image region described by a general referring

expression. Their downfall is that these methods rely strictly on the input expressions

and do not consider aesthetics at all. In addition, MAttNet heavily relies on three spe-

cific decompositions of the expression – subject appearance, location, and relationship

to other objects – these may not exist in natural descriptions of images.

3. Methodology

We currently have deep networks designed to do many traditional computer vision

tasks, and they perform in many cases even better than the traditional ones. It is also

quite common to use pre-trained networks as backbones for performing a certain task.

Here, we are proposing an alternative, and use these existing networks as building

blocks. We are proposing to go beyond the paradigm that deep networks should give a

solution in a single shot, and instead perform inference through optimization, as was a
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Multi-scale 
Sampled Image

S = 1

S = 1/2

S = 1/4

From User

“A cup of 

coffee and a 

glass of orange 

juice”Bilinear 
Sampler

Aesthetic 
Network

Optimize

Generated

“A cup of 

bright orange 

juice is on 

table”

Loss =  Aesthetic loss + Caption loss 

Image 
Captioning 
Network

S = 1/3

Figure 2: Overall framework of the proposed method (CAGIC). The framework takes an image as input,

which goes through multi-scale bilinear sampling to produce a cropped image. Note that the parameters

for this sampling do not come from a network as in other existing works, but rather are the parameters that

we will directly optimize for later. We then use this cropped region as input to both the image captioning

network and the aesthetic network.

common strategy before deep learning.

We first describe the overall architecture, including our multi-scale sampling strat-

egy, then explain how we perform inference by optimizing the framework instead of

training networks to obtain the desired crop region. We further detail how we can

stabilize this optimization process through scale annealing and multiple restarts.

3.1. Framework

Fig. 2 shows the overall framework of the proposed method. Our framework com-

prises three major components: a) the bilinear sampler that operates on a multi-scale,

b) the image captioning network, and c) the aesthetic network.

The image captioning network automatically generates a natural language expres-

sion describing the given image content. There is a large body of work on this problem

[31]. Among those for the image captioning network, we use the method from [15],

with the models pre-trained with the MS-COCO [32] dataset. Visual aesthetic pref-

erence can be described either as a single score or as a distribution of scores. We

follow the definition in [11], where the aesthetic score is provided by professional pho-

tographs. For the aesthetic network we use [11] with the pre-trained models1.

1https://github.com/yiling-chen/view-finding-network
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Note that we take special care that none of the images that were used in the training

of any of the pre-trained models is included in our evaluation later. Despite the fact

that these two networks were trained on entirely different datasets, we found that the

pre-trained models are good enough for our purpose.

Multi-scale bilinear sampling. As we are directly optimizing for the location and

scale of the crop region, it is essential that the gradients that the bilinear sampling gives

are robust. To ensure this, we propose to use a multi-scale strategy, inspired by the

observation that, even when an image becomes blurry, its content does not change.

Therefore, if we denote the bilinear sampling process as Sample (I,θ), where I is the

image and θ is the crop parameters composed of the center coordinates of the crop x

and y, and its scale s, and Resize (·) is the resizing operation, for the cropped image

Icrop (θs) we can write

Icrop (θs) =
1

|S|
∑
s∈S

Sample (Resize (I, s) ,θ) , (1)

where S ∈
{

1
4 ,

1
3 ,

1
2 , 1
}

is the set of scales, and |S| is the cardinality of this set, which

is four. We also omit I on the left-hand side for brevity. Here, we set the sampling

process to always consider the source image coordinates to be between −1 and 1, thus

removing the need of adjusting the sampling parameters per image. After each resizing

operation, we also apply Gaussian image blurring filters.

3.2. Inference

With the framework we infer the parameters of the crop θ by optimizing the net-

work w.r.t.the image captioning networks loss and the aesthetic network output. How-

ever, as we are not using the two networks with their original purpose—learning to

generate image captions or compare two images to find the one that looks better—,

here, we formally introduce our optimization objective.

If we denote the two objectives as Lcaption for the image captioning part and

Laesthetic for the aesthetic part, for a given pair of image I and caption y, our ob-

jective is therefore to find θ̂ such that

θ̂ = arg min
θ

Ltotal (I,y,θ) , (2)
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where

Ltotal (I,y,θ) = Lcaption (I,y,θ) + λLaesthetic (I,θ) , (3)

and λ is the hyper-parameter that balances the two loss terms. In all our experiments,

we empirically set λ = 0.01. The two losses we choose to optimize are closely related

to the networks’ original formulation but modified to our need.

Image Caption Loss Lcaption (I,y,θ). When training a network to output a reason-

able caption, the order of the words is important. However, in our task, this is not

necessarily so, as we only want the contents to be what the caption describes. We need

not regenerate the sentence that the user inputs. In fact, in our earlier experiments,

we found that when the order of the words was considered, depending on the user, the

network focused too much on the order of the words, not on the contents, and the per-

formance was poor. Thus, for the image caption loss we choose to ignore the order of

the words coming out of the captioning network.

Specifically, if we denote the ground truth one-hot encoded vector representation

for the t-th word of the user caption as yt, the captioning network as f (·), and cross-

entropy as H , we write

Lcaption (I,y,θ) = H

(
1

Tu

Tu∑
t=1

yt,
1

Tc

Tc∑
t=1

f (Icrop (θ))t

)
, (4)

where Tu and Tc represent the number of words in the user caption and the captioning

network f generating caption respectively. Note that we average the word vectors,

effectively removing the order information.

Image Aesthetic Loss Laesthetic (I,θ). For the aesthetic term we simply aim to max-

imize the aesthetic score output from the network. If we denote the aesthetic network

as g (·), we therefore write

Laesthetic (I,θ) = −g (Icrop (θ)) . (5)

where, as above, Icrop is from Eq. (1) and y is the user caption. This loss helps our crops

to be realistic crops close to how humans would crop images as the aesthetic network

learned any photographic rules implicitly encoded in professional photographs [11].
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Figure 3: We visualize the total loss space for different image cropping parameters. The percentages indicate

the image cropping scales compared to the original image size.

3.3. Stabilizing the Optimization

We design a new cost function considering the two networks’ outputs together

searching among various bilinear samples.

In Fig. 3 we visualized the total loss space (The extension of this figure can be

found in Section 5. of the Supplementary material). During the optimization process,

the cropping parameter is shrinking by 2% in every iteration (See more details in Scale

Annealing). The percentages in this figure correspond to the cropping sizes w.r.t.the

original image size. We can see that choosing the correct scale is important in order

Algorithm 1 Optimization with multiple restart.

Require: I : input image, y : user caption

1: function OPTIMIZE(I, y)

2: for i = 1 to S do . For each scale level

3: for k = 1 to K do . Optimize K times

4: x0 ∼ N
(
xi, σ

)
. Restart initialization

5: y0 ∼ N
(
yi, σ

)
6: x̂ik, ŷ

i
k ← Eq. (7) . Find optimum point

7: end for

8: xi+1 ← 1
K

∑K
k=1 x̂

i
k . Gather result

9: yi+1 ← 1
K

∑K
k=1 ŷ

i
k

10: end for

11: end function
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to ensure that the crop will include all the relevant parts of the image based on the

user’s description. However, the image cropping parameter space is too large and non-

convex as shown in Fig. 3, so unstable converge is inevitable. Our initial attempts

indirectly optimizing Eq. (2) were not very successful, even with the help of the scale-

space bilinear sampling in Eq. (1). We, therefore, propose two additional methods

that stabilize the optimization process, leading to better final results. We explain these

methods below and summarize the entire optimization algorithm in Alg. 1.

Scale Annealing. One hardship when directly optimizing for the crop parameters, is

that once determined to be outside of the crop region, pixels outside the crop region

have no means to affect the optimization process. This leads to instability when op-

timizing also for scale, as for example, when the crop accidentally shrinks, it will be

difficult for the system to recover from it. We, therefore, choose to exclude the scale

parameter from optimization and to anneal the scale to become smaller throughout the

optimization process. Specifically, we set the scale to be si, where i is the optimization

iteration. We empirically set s = 0.98. In other words, the scale is reduced by 2% at

each iteration. During optimization, we keep tracking which crop parameter gave the

lowest loss so far and return that crop region as our final result.

Optimizing with Multiple Restarts. To further stabilize the optimization process and

escape local optima, we employ a multiple restart technique [33] as shown in Fig. 4.

Based on the research of [34], for each optimization iteration, we apply random noise

∆x ∼ U (0, 1) and ∆y ∼ U (0, 1), where U (0, 1) is the uniform distribution, to the

outcome of the previous iteration. After adding the noise, we further clip them to

prevent the cropped region from going out of the image border. We then run our opti-

mization to find the optimal crop for this given scale, and repeat the process K times,

and average their results to obtain our final solution for this scale (in our experiments,

we use the K = 10).

If we denote the crop center estimates at iteration i as xi and yi, we write

(
xi+1, yi+1

)
=

1

K

K∑
k=1

(
x̂ik, ŷ

i
k

)
, (6)
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Iter 1 avg ϴ

Iter 2 avg ϴ

Iter 3 avg ϴ

Figure 4: For each iteration, we employ the multiple restart strategy which starts random location and takes

the average of the optimization outcomes. In the next iteration, the scale is annealed as scheduled.

where

(x̂ik, ŷ
i
k) = arg min

x,y|x0∼U(0,1),y0∼U(0,1)
Ltotal

(
I,y,

(
x, y, si

))
, (7)

and x0 and y0 are the starting points of optimization for x and y respectively, and xi and

yi are the final converged locations for this scale level. To find the θ̂, we apply limited-

memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) [35], as we are searching for

the optimal location and not simply seeking to perform gradient descent for each scale.

The L-BFGS approach is one of the most popular quasi-Newton methods that construct

positive definite Hessian approximations. It is a local search algorithm that is intended

for convex optimization problems with a single optimum. Thus, the L-BFGS is suitable

for our method, as we apply scale annealing and prefer local optimizations.

Although the multiple restart strategy does not theoretically guarantee that the av-

erage location is lower in terms of the final objective, it ensures that we are always

optimizing towards the general improving direction.
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4. Experiments

We implement our method in TensorFlow [36]2. All experiments are run on an Intel

i7- CPU @ 3.40GHZ, 16 GB RAM, and two NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPU.

4.1. Dataset and baselines

As the task we aim for – cropping based on natural descriptions – is different from

what existing datasets can offer, we create a novel dataset. Before we discuss our

dataset in detail, we first briefly review existing datasets.

Deficiencies of existing datasets. A widely used dataset for natural images with cap-

tions is the MS-COCO dataset [32], which contains 123k images, with predefined splits

for training, validation, and testing. Each image is annotated with five captions by

Amazon Mechanical Turkers. However, most of the captions describe the whole im-

age, and is not suitable for caption-guided cropping. Therefore, based on MS-COCO,

RefCOCO [37] dataset was proposed, where parts of images are described with anno-

tated bounding boxes. This dataset, however, is heavily skewed towards tight detection

of certain objects, and are not suitable for creating natural crops. They are aimed more

at text-guided object detection.

Dataset Caption

MS-COCO A puppy dog sitting in an 

office with a computer in it

refCOCO Chair to the left

Proposed A computer and a lamp on 

the top of the desk

Figure 5: Caption comparison between MS-COCO, refCOCO, and our new dataset on ImgId=38353 of the

MS-COCO train2014 set.

In Fig. 5 we show example captions on the same image from different datasets to

demonstrate that captions from refCOCO [37], MS-COCO [32] are not adequate for

2To guarantee reproducibility, we will release our code if the paper is accepted
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our tasks. As one can see, the caption from MS-COCO describes the entire image,

while the captions from refCOCO is very short and related to a single object only.

The Visual Genome dataset [38] is perhaps the closest to what we need for our task.

This large dataset consists of 108k images from the YFCC100M [39] and MS-COCO

datasets. Different from the original captions of the MS-COCO dataset, the Visual

Genome provides about 50 descriptions of different image regions. The annotations for

this dataset is also geared towards more traditional localization and description tasks.

However, there are two problems in this dataset that makes it not feasible for evaluating

natural crops: (i) annotations are tight bounding boxes focused on objects – that do not

represent how people typically take photos; (ii) identical captions can denote multiple

regions – for example “red sky” could correspond to any bounding box within the sky

– demonstrating that annotations are only part of the possible “ground truth”, and not

overlapping with any of these do not mean that a crop is wrong.

As shown in Fig. 6, the captions and annotations would not look at all like natural

crops, if they were to be cut out – they are either too tight and sometimes not even

capturing the entire object, as shown by the examples. Also notice that the captions are

very short, almost as if they are descriptions of a single object. There is also an issue of

non-specific regions as in the case of Fig. 6 right, where the descriptions all talk about

the sky and the cloud – in addition, none of the crops would actually be recognizable

to a human being on what they are about. In the supplementary appendix, we show

qualitative and quantitative results on this dataset.

Figure 6: Example captions and corresponding annotations from the Visual Genome dataset.
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Figure 7: (Top) Illustration of the diversity of the bounding box annotations for different images. (Bottom)

Box plots of the distribution of ground truth overlaps for different MS-COCO images.

4.1.1. A novel dataset

Therefore, we create a novel dataset based on MS-COCO, similarly to the refCOCO

and Visual Genome datasets. We select 100 images randomly from the MS-COCO test

set to avoid the images being ever seen by any of our pre-trained networks and create

our own captions for each image.

Ground-truth captions. In our new dataset, we are interested in evaluating the ability

to automatically generate crops related to a given caption. We therefore manually gen-

erate descriptive expressions, focusing on distinctive parts of the image. Our captions

are roughly 10 words long on average to ensure that they are specific and clear.

Ground-truth crops. One of the tricky parts in creating a dataset for caption-based

image cropping is the definition of ground truth. The concept of “which image region

fits the description well” is subjective and can wildly differ from person to person.

Therefore, to remove the subjective nature of our ground truth annotations as much

as possible, we carefully select regions of the image that are unique and distinctive

14



for a human annotator to create a “natural” crop out of. We then asked 8 participants

to generate ground truth crops based on our captions individually. We further asked

the participants to consider the aesthetics of these crops. We use these ground truth

annotations to perform quantitative comparisons. As an evaluation metric we use the

Intersection over Union (IoU), a standard metric for evaluating bounding box-based

tasks [11, 40].

Even with care, it is inevitable that the cropping task is subjective and dependent

on the annotator. We show an example of the ground-truth annotations in Fig. 7 (top),

as well as the agreement between annotators in Fig. 7 (bottom). Note that even when

disagreeing on the exact crop, they are all overlapping – the main content is shared.

4.1.2. Baselines

We compare our method against the following eight different methods: Grad-

CAM [41] – a naive untrained baseline where we apply GradCAM with the captioning

network to extract regions in the image corresponding to the user caption. We then

threshold the activation map with a threshold of 0.2 of the maximum value, which

we empirically set; A2-RL [9], VPN [29], Anchor [42] – full automatic methods to

demonstrate that these crops do not necessarily correspond to the users’ intentions;

GradCAM+A2-RL/VPN/Anchor – GradCAM and the auto-crop networks combine

sequentially; MAttNet [12] – the state-of-the-art network for tight localization from

text descriptions.

4.2. Comparison with the state-of-the-art

Qualitative results. We first show qualitative highlights in Fig. 9. As shown, our

method provides crops of the highest quality. In Fig. 8, we show that our method

can deliver entirely different results on the same image, when different captions are

provided. Notice how our results are not only corresponding well to the provided

captions, but also good looking, demonstrating that our method successfully considers

both aspects. In particular, as shown in Fig. 8 (b) and (f), our method well crops regions

when the description is about parts of the image that are small or are located near the

edge.
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(a) Original image (b) A ceiling lamp on the top of the

room

(c) Some dolls and a red blanket are

on the bed

(d) Original image (e) A blue bowl of white cream and

red berries with a metal spoon in it

(f) A glass of red jam with a green

spoon

Figure 8: Different captions can lead to entirely different crops even on a single image.

Quantitative results – IoU. We report the average IoU between produced crops and

all eight of the ground-truth annotations in Table 1. As shown, our method provides the

highest IoU value among the compared methods. Note that we have higher numbers

than even those which were trained specifically for referencing from captions. This

is mainly due to the fact that existing methods perform tight crops. However, when a

human is asked to perform the same task, they tend to include context.

User study – is the crop really what we want? As one of the main goals here is

to faithfully follow user guidance, we evaluate it by asking users to re-annotate the

crop outcomes. We asked four users, who were not exposed previously to the original

images, to caption cropped images with natural descriptions. We then evaluate how

similar these new descriptions are to the target descriptions of our dataset. We evaluate

only the top three methods from the IoU evaluation. We report results in terms of
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Original

Image

User Caption A2-RL[9] VPN [29] Anchor

[42]

GradCAM

+A2-RL

GradCAM

+Anchor

GradCAM

+VPN

GradCAM

[41]

MAttNet

[12]

CAGIC

A japanese style

painting of woman

is on the wall

Hands holding a

white cupcake

A cup of bright

orange juice is on

table

A black dog is

wearing a tie beside

a pole

A blue bowl of

white cream and red

berries with a metal

spoon in it

A bottle of juice is

in the freezer

Figure 9: The cropped images obtained by the proposed method and the eight baseline methods. The user

defined ground truth bounding box annotations are shown on the original images with red. The proposed

method well crops the images as user described.

Method Mean ± Std.

Original 0.2869 ± 0.0280

A2-RL[9] 0.2975 ± 0.0238

VPN[29] 0.3151 ± 0.0233

Anchor [42] 0.3325 ± 0.0236

GradCAM+A2-RL 0.3465 ± 0.0108

GradCAM+Anchor 0.3554 ± 0.0199

GradCAM+VPN 0.3561 ± 0.0126

GradCAM[41] 0.3597 ± 0.2017

MAttNet[12] 0.3851 ± 0.2607

CAGIC 0.4160 ± 0.0129

Table 1: Quantitative comparison of the different methods using IoU measure on the output bounding boxes.
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Method Blue-1 Blue-2 Blue-3 Blue-4 METEOR ROUGE L CIDEr

GradCAM[41] 0.2728 0.1410 0.0874 0.0531 0.1182 0.2790 0.6973

MAttNet[12] 0.1718 0.0937 0.0603 0.0355 0.1132 0.2947 0.7154

CAGIC 0.3424 0.1876 0.1017 0.0631 0.1702 0.2970 0.9054

Table 2: Comparison on user intention presence. We ask users to caption cropped images and compare with

natural language metrics how similar they are with the original desired caption.

Original Image MAttNet[12] GradCAM[41] CAGIC

Aggregated

percentage (%) 21.04 23.93 25.51 29.52

Table 3: Top three methods of the qualitative comparison along with original image were compared through

human survey and evaluated by aggregation.

metrics used for natural language processing3 in Table 2. Our method provides the best

results for all metrics, demonstrating that the user intention is best preserved.

User study – which crop is better?

Due to the subjective nature of our task, we further perform a user study, where

we ask users to select which image is preferred over the top-3 methods, as well as the

original image as the baseline. Specifically, we ask users to “Select the crop described

by the caption which looks the best,” given the four images in a graphical user interface.

We ask a total of 13 users, resulting in more than 1000 decisions.

In the user study, for each user, we show a randomly selected subset of our dataset.

We report the probability of being selected for each method in Table 3. Our method is

the most preferred among compared methods. Our user study shows that the subjects

preferred the cropped images over the original image. Users preferred the methods with

wider output crops that were not mainly focused on the subject of the image caption;

3https://github.com/Maluuba/nlg-eval
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Image Caption from user CN CN+SA CN+SA+MR+MSCN+SA+MR Full

Black traffic light 

hanging in the sky

A pancake with black 

and dark chocolate on 

it

A bowl of tasty 

noodles and delicious 

meat with tofu

Figure 10: Qualitative comparison between our methods which consist of the combination of Caption Net-

work (CN), Scale Anneal (SA), Multiple Restart (MR) and Multi-Scale Bilinear Sampling (MS). The results

show that the combination of all of these elements (proposed full method) together can provide the best

output image.

A man wearing a 

black helmet is 

looking up

Image Caption from user λ = 0.01λ = 0

A cup of coffee is 

on the table

A man is making 

a phone call and 

holding a little 

umbrella

λ = 0.1 λ = 1

Figure 11: Comparison of different aesthetics ratios.

therefore, they were able to preserve the contextual information. While the output of

GradCAM was contextually correct, users tend to select the proposed method when

the aesthetics of the crop was not pleasing. This highlights that aesthetics need to be

considered when emulating what humans would do.
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Method Mean ± Std.

CN 0.3338 ± 0.0693

CN+SA 0.3406 ± 0.0584

CN+SA+MR 0.3562 ± 0.0565

CN+SA+MR+MS 0.3816 ± 0.0615

CAGIC (Full) 0.4160 ± 0.0129

Table 4: Quantitative result of the ablation study using IoU measure on the output bounding boxes

4.3. Ablation Study

To motivate our design choices, we present a qualitative comparison of our method

with various components of our full pipeline disabled; see Fig. 10. We compare against

five variants. The full method uses the caption network (CN) along with scale anneal

(SA), multiple restart (MR), multi-scale bilinear sampling (MS) as well as aesthetics.

As shown, as we introduce aesthetics scores to the system we are able to produce more

visually appealing crops of the original image. In the case of CN+SA+MR+MS, the

method is able to find the relevant part of the original image, but the contents are not

placed in the centre, as can be noticed in the examples shown in the last two rows.

Multiple restart help the approach to centre the content better, while scale annealing

prevents drastic scale changes. In short, the full method delivers the best outcome in

all cases.

The quantitative results of the ablation study are in Table 4. show that every compo-

nent of the proposed method is effective and that using aesthetics on top of the different

optimization and search stabilization methods improved the results. In addition, we fur-

ther demonstrate the effectiveness of the aesthetics loss in our framework in Fig. 11.

As shown, the produced crops are most similar to the ground truth regions when the

aesthetics loss is enabled.

4.4. Runtime

Currently, our un-optimized implementation is unable to run real-time — requires

an average of 2.06 seconds per single optimization iteration. The runtime of the other
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deep learning-based methods where the input goes through one pre-trained network is

shorter compared to our optimization-based method. However, despite our method not

being real-time, it was clearly demonstrated that it performs better and it is flexible.

Our future work would be to resolve this, similar to how style transfer [43] started off

taking minutes per image, but is now able to run real-time [44].

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel optimization framework that produces im-

age crops that follow users’ descriptions and aesthetics criteria. The main idea behind

this study was to demonstrate that this can successfully be achieved without training

a specialized network, but instead utilizing two pre-trained networks on related tasks,

namely image captioning and aesthetics measuring. We designed a new cost function

considering the two networks’ outputs together and performed a search among various

bilinear sampling parameters. However, the parameter space is very large and non-

convex, so to achieve a stable and efficient solution, we designed a new scale annealing

and multiple restarts search strategy. We have shown that our proposed method out-

performs other existing approaches which are based on either solely saliency-based or

caption-based cropping methods.

Our ongoing research is extending in two directions. The description- and aesthetics-

driven captioning will further be coupled with attention mechanisms and gaze estima-

tion. On a more conceptual level, we are extending the ideas of solving complex tasks

in optimization frameworks by repurposing existing modular networks trained on aux-

iliary tasks, thereby seeking efficient alternatives to extensive learning of networks

from scratch.
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